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.P:ol-ybutctd:iene/steel sa-mple·s were immersed in water and 
·va·;rious cqncent1"ations of sodium chloride, tetramethyl-
anµ1ro:nil.U'Q chloride, barium chloride, and lanthanum chloride. 
T.he. ·di£ tu_sion o_f water and ions. through the polybutadiene 
c.oat._ing: was ·stud·ied ~y :Elec-Jcrochemical Impedance ·Spectroscopy· 
{:E;Ur_S) • ·tne, :E:rs: t·echnique gave· informa:tion about the behavior· 
of the p,dl:ybttt·adi·ene fi-lm and reacti.on·s at the polybutadiene/ 
steel intertace ~- Beqau:se of data point scatter in the EIS 
spectrum, DC resistance. m·easurements were used to resolve t·he. 
:ambiguities at low. treqtieno.ies.. 
.. 
T.he results _sh1owe.d :th·at wa.ter al:ong with dis-s.cilvefd 
¢.omponents from t.he: p·_olybutadiene- coating caused cor:ro$ion. ;at 
tbe interf.ace. -Th_e· ·un·derc-.oating. -corrosion wap greater for 
<iilute elect·ro-1·~r-tic: s.olutions and solutions whose cation had 
a smaller v-ale·ncy. Hydration effects and thermodynamic 
·agti.vit.:Y o:f the, ·molecular and ionic s.pec·ies were the ·111aj:.n 
re:a,f?o·n$. fqr. t·hi:s: corrosion process. The cor.ros.ion :Pat·terrt ·-for 
t1'e ·ci:i.lute el-ect:ro_1·yti_c solutions was random spots ove.r :the 
e.:fit~re exposed ar--ea, ·wh:ile the concentrated electrolyti.c. 
:so·1·utions showed- a fe_w. ·iso·1.a.ted. ·sp.ots with contiguous· 
delaminated areas. 
. . .. . . .. ' . . 
The EIS spectra for the concentrated solutions showed 
large decreases in impedance indicating that the 
polybutadiene coating failed. \. . However, in the case of: t;h-e-
-1-
dilute solutions where.corrosion was greater, the 
corresponding EIS spectra revealed only a slight decrease in 
impedance. The polybutadiene in this case acted as an intact 










Electrocnemi·cal impedance s,pec.troscopy (EIS) provide-'s a. 
V~luable tobl for evaluating corrosion kinetics and 
.~.sf$·o:ciated interfacial phenomena [ 1] • EIS has been widely 
:used to determine corrosion mechanisms for polymer-coated 
metal systems as well as uncoated metal systems. The 
procedure of previous EIS works on polymer/metal systems 
involved highly concentrated electrolytic solutions (.SM or 
greater) or pure water [1-14]. Hubrecht [6] was ·one of the 
only authors found to use a solution of .OSM; however, the 
-ajority of his work was centered on the use of .SM 
.. $.olu.·ti-c:>:ns. Mayne and Mills ( 15] analyzed the corrosion 
·p·:t.t>:ceSs· of polymer/steel systems in dilute electrolytic 
.:$.914t.ions., but their work employed the use of DC method$ 
·a'lone. The polymer/metal systems behave differently in 
d.i:1.ute e.lectrolytic solutions compared to concentrated 
$blutio.ns. 
·rr.be mai.n. objective of these experiments is to understand: 
·t.·h.e .diffusion of electrolytic solutions through polymeric 
films and the corrosic·n process at the polymer/metal 
interface through the utilization of EIS. The focus will be 
( 
·, 
upon the effect of electrolytic solution concentration on 
corrosion and electrochemical behavior in a polybutadiene/ 
steel system. By varying the solution concentration and 
cation valency of the electrolyte, the EIS spectrum should 
reveal the changing resistive and capacitive ·properties of 
the polymer/metal system over time. Changes in these system 
characteristics as observed in the EIS spectrum will yield 
information about the behavior of the polymer film, the 
polymer/metal interface, and the metal substrate. A model 







I. . Basic Concept·s 
) 
The basic cone.apt underlyin9: EIS is the representation 
of the electrochem:ical system as an array of resistors and 
capacitors in an elec.tronic circui:t. In AC theory {:frequency 
·~ zero) an impedan·ce., ,z ,. is: def·~ned by Ohm's law as E=IZ 
( analogous ·to E=,I·R for ·o·c th.eo·ry) , where E and I :are waveform~ 
amplitudes for ·pot·ent±·al a1td current respectivel:y [16]. 
. . 
:Impedance implies an ·o·bs·t·ruction to current flow· iri-. wrfich 
·inductors,. :capacitor·s·,. and resistors obstruct current in the 
circuit [ 16] •• These e:"-lemet1:ts affect the magnitude of the AC 
waveform and the t:i:me~ a·ependent characteristics (phase) .. 
Figure 1 presents. a. Y¢>ltage sine wave E applied across a 
:given circuit a?ld the resultant AC current waveform I. The 
c:urrent sin-e w~ve can be de,scr,ib.ed by the equation: 
I=: .A sin (wt+o) 
I=instantaneou.s cu·rrerit 
... - ' . . ·- .- .. ·. 
A=maximum ampl-·itpqe 
w=frequen.cy in· radians 
6=phase shift in radians 
~ 
'I_f· th_is particula.r system were purely res'i·sti ve, the: 
-5-
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waveforms would be in-phase varying only in amplitude [16]. 
Vector analysis of the AC waveform data describes the 
:sine wave in terms of its amplitude and its phase 
characteristics. The current wa\"eform vector of Figure 1 can.. 
be defined graphically in Figure 2. While other types 
of vector analys-is. can be carried out, this figure shows the 
method most often :utilized in EIS. The axes are defined as 
real, I', and imaginary, I", where by convention the 
imaginary coordinate is defined mathmatically by 
multiplication byv-T, symbolized as "j"[16]. The AC currEtnt 
vector and voltage vector are thus defined. as the sum .of· 
J 
their real and imaginary components: 
"I-(TOT) = I I+ I"j E(TOT)= E'+E"j. 
These components are defined with respect to some re··f·e·rertce 
waveform, where the real value is in-phase and th;e imaginary 
is exactly 90° out of phase with the reference[!~]. The 
impedance is calculated from the equation: 
.Z.{TOT) = E'·+ E"j/I '+ I"j 
wh-i·ch -cari be defined in terms of the same coordina:te axes .as 
I and E. The absolute magnitude of the impedance iLs 
expressed by: 
Z :: /.cz·1·j2···+ ( Z II )2 • 
Network Analysis 
The circuit elements of an electronic system can be 
defined by simple impedance expressions. 
I 
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imaginary component, a phase shift of zero ~egrees,and the 
current is in-phase with the voltage, thus Z= R + Oj[l6,17]. 
A capacitor has no real component and an imaginary component 
which is a function of both capacitance and frequency, thus 
Z= o - j/wc;w=2~f [16,17]. 
Any electrochemical system can be analyzed with respect 
to its equivalent electric circuits. The simplest expression 
for a corrosion system as posed by Mansfeld[l9] is shown in 
Figure 3. Rn is the resistance of the electolyte, 
surface films, circuit leads, etc., Rp is the polarization 
resistance which is in parallel with the capacitance, c. In 
simple cases c represents the double layer capacitance cdl • 
The impedance expression for the circuit is: 
Z= Z '+Z"j= Rn+Rp/l+jwRpC= Rn+Rp/l+wC2 Rp2 -jwCRp/l+w2c 2Rp2 .• 
The most common plot used in EIS studies is known as a 
Bode plot where loglzl and phase angle are plotted versus log 
frequency. This type of plot is used extensively in the 
present investigation. Figure 4 shows the Bode plot for the 
• 
electronic circuit of Figure 3. The Rp and Rn values can be 
determined at the plateau region in the low frequency range. 
The coating capacitance, Cc, is found from the loglzl value 
at .16Hz(Cc= 1/Z). A Nyquist or complex plane plot can also 
. 
be used to analyze impedance data and is commonly used in 
conjunction with the Bode plot. 
A~~urely capacitive system yields a Bode plot seen in 
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Figure 5 Bode plot .for capacitive system. 
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• 
slope of -1 in the magnitude plot and a phase angle of -gob 
through the entire frequency range . 
Coated Metal 
Numerous papers have been written on AC impedance 
analysis of the corrosion behavior of coated metals in 
electrolytic solutions [1-14,18]. KendiJ~~ansfeld, and 
~~( Tsai[3] proposed that an organic polymer~on a metallic 
substrate ide~lly behaves electrically as a dielectric giving 
' 
a capacitive impedance characterized by an w·lfrequency 
dependence[3]. These systems when exposed to an electrolytic 
solution exhibit deviations from the w·I dependence of the 
electrochemical impedance as a result of the development of 
paths of ionic conductivity which short circuit the polymer 
dielectric [3]. From these findings a general model for such 
a system was formulated and is found in Figure 6 [2,3]. 
The general model shows the equivalent circuit for a 
coated metal system consisting of a solution resistance, RQ, 
the capacitance, Cc, of the intact coating layer, the pore 
resistance, Rpo, due to the penetration of the electrolyte, 
and z1 , a general impedance which characterizes the reactions 
at the coating/metal interface [2,3]. Z1 is often a 
combination of various circuit elements dependent upon the 
characteristics of the polymer/metal system. Models I and II 
of Figure 6 show two different representations for z1• In 















:in parallel with a double layer capacitance cdl • In model 
II, z1 is the transfer resistance in series with a Warburg 
impedance w. Rt corresponds to the corrosion reactions at 
\ 
the coating/metal interface. The Warburg impedance i:s 
expressed as W=, k(jw)a where k=u/J2 and <1 is the Warburg 
coefficient. :Whena=-0.5 or -.25(slope o.f magnitude p·l-.otJ 
and the pha,se .angle has a ma·ximum value at ·45.0 -qr· 2.-5:(r, 
respecti vel.y, for the abo.ve slopes, w behave$ .a_$· a tr:u·e 
diffusion impedance., f·:or -the system. When oth·ei:t· f'a_c·tor$: -s.u:c·h 
.as charge transfer,; t.rans·m·is·s.ion line, and ·_so:1ut.ion 
:r.e-si-stance char.ac·t·erist'ics ·become factors i-ri th:e . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. ·- . 
. ·. .·.. . . . . . . ,' ·- ... 
though pres·e·n.t, wil,l not: be seen i.n.: ·tn.e· J3ode plot. 
Hubre.cht:" Ver.·e,eck-e·n, and Piens[6j analyzed the :t{yquist: 
.pJ .. o·t i-n ·the low, intermediate, and high frequency .1:tanges for 
s·q.µm thick epoxy lacque··r/ste.el systems expose·d to .-5M .and-
• :o·.-sM. soc:l:ium chlori·d-e -so:l·u.t±ons. In_itiall·y, t-¥1e .Nyqtiis,t· ·pJ~_-ot 
sfiow·e_d a .. vertic.al line fo-r all :ca.se.s i·no.-icative of· .hi:ghl.y 
.c_apacitive. beh.avio.r a:nd. -absence o.t a. :pa1;allel path of low 
r.e·aistance (film is por:e :free) [ 6] • ·W·itl.l inor.eas..ec.l -~xposure 
ti.me, the density of p·ores perf oratin:g :th_e: c.-o:atiin.g increased· 
and consequently increased the act:Lve. frac.tio-11 tff. tl)~ tot;1.l. 
electrode area [ 6] • The inc-rea:s.e .in. :pore. :d:e·.n.s·i ty' and acti~e 
. . 
electrode area is seen as. a. reduct.ic:,n tP 1;111p·~.gan.ce which is 
:reflected as a decrease in -the ·s·-emi•:circl.e· ·r·ird.i·U·s in the 
. - . : .. . 
N:y.quist plot .(F·igure 7) . Th·e • o··sM solut.ion ·when compared to 
--~15'-
1 • sa 
: . 3~ 
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Figure 7 Nyquist plot of epoxy lacquer/steel system 
exposed to .SM NaCl at 25hr(+), 4 days(x), 
and 2 8 days ( o) [ 6] . 
-J.6-
the • 5M solution shows a les:ser degree of coating penetration 
by the ions. The effects as seen in the Nyquist·plot for the 
concentrated solution took a longer time to occur because of 
the smaller exchange of substances between solution and 
·.co:at-ing [ 6] • 
I·n a. re.l.at:ed w.or:k.; $c:a.nt:.leb.ury:, Ho,,_ :and Ed:en[-9] ·s·howed 
:s:Lmil'ar r·esults to· Hubr~cht [ (5.J for· 6~0 m thick C·O:_al t·a-r epoxy/ 
s-t:eel and c.hlo·:ri:na·t.e·d .rtibb~.:t/$:te.el systems exp·o·s:·ed t:o: :a ·3% by 
·vte.i<;rht Nac-i $'bl_u.tion. rr..h:ey.. show.ed a decrea·se :i.n impedance 
eve~ a J..O ·day imme·r·sio.n .p.eri-.od through Nyquist- p·lot 
an~-:1ys·:i:$·(.Figt1r·~ ·s1.. T.b:e. sa1nple ·a·cted p..u·rely :as :a ·cl·i.el .. ect:r:ic 
.. barr·i~.r ·after· 4· .q.·a:y·s ·and- ·eventu·a.lly s-h.owed the .grQwth. of 
:pe.rfo-rating pores ·i-n th·e :c.o:atin·g·;_ a= :semicircl-.e. it1 the :Nyquis:t· 
:plot .cieve·lop·e·d.[ 9J: •. , Th_e: .ra·a.ius- o::f· th·e· :sem·ic::·ircle decreas·,ed 
,w·ith in·c:r..e:?t.$ed e:x.po:s·ure: t-:Lm·e.,. a r·es·ult·: wh::d.-ch .it).qi.qat·ed .~-
:·r·e:duc:t.i.o-n i·n -the iJ11p~a,ance.. -S·.c.an.t-1.ebury, et. al ta ·J used E_IS .. 
to ·give i:nfo_pnation: on charge t-ran:sfer :a-nd d.iffusion re.-Ia.te:d: 
,;P·hen·omenon_ in pol:ymer/steel syst~m·s· expo:sed to art.if·ic.i.a·1 se:a 
wa·ter· $bl-_11:t_i.ons-.[8J .. Tl1-·e:y -sh·owed ·how t.h.e: co.rrosion taJtiri:g-
·:p·l.ac.e. \i_rt_dE!r a. bli·s,te:r in the ·co:,ating. was· _c:(:,mp.arabl.e wit:h that-
-t~lJ.<J .. r:ig· ·1?lace. on ~nco~.t~:d m·-il:d steel :in· t_h_e s·.ame solut.io:n • 
. , .. ....,, 
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FIG. J-lmpedance data for chlorinated rubber on mild steel. 
Figure 8 Nyquist plot for chlorinated rubber on mild 





1010 steel Q panels were abraded with 600. grit silicon· 
·carbide paper and cut into 2" by 2" squares. The steel 
·squares were then spin coated with polybutadiene and cure.d in 
.ai.r at 190°c for 20 minutes& The average sample thicknes.s·· 
·was 2 7. 5-+5µin· as: a:etermined using an Elcometer Minitecto:r 15.0 .... 
'l:'.:es:t :l?ro.cedtir.e 
• ' •• · - 1·.. •.. . 
-, • -.. • • .••· - •. -
The p·o:lybutadien.e/ ..ste·el samples were subm,erg:ed ip tt~itl:, 
BaC12 , LaCl-3_-, :a:nd (C.H-3 )4 NCl solutions at concentrations of 
. o o lM, • o o SM, ... ·o·.1M_;· • o 5M, • lM, and . 5M in the apparatus shown 
in Figu:re :9. Th·is cell provided a convenient method for 
··m:ea:surin·g ·:E:I.S: data. All spectra where recorded. ·on: .at1 EG&G 
Princeton Ap.plied Research Model 368 Elec·troch·emi,cal 
I111pedance- .system. This system utilizes· the fas.t .. :Fourier 
·t:.r-an·sfo1.,n (FFT) technique to measure data- from .. :. OlHz to 10H:.z,: 
and phase se.nsitive lock-in d:etection for mea·s:u-rement fr·o.11r 









Figure 10 shows two typical spectra reco:-:rq.ed :during 
these experiments. In both cases scatter appears in the l.ow 
frequency range at about . lHz and around lOHz in the high. 
f.requency range. These ·spectra are representative of an. 
o.c:casional problem f·ound ·in the recording of ·E·I:s s:pec:tra by 
··t·h;e PAR Model 368 s_ys·tem... ..Tbe data in the high frequen:cy 
ra:nge is measured by: 'the.: l .. c:,-¢k-in amplifier. The sc·atte:.r i·n 
: . . .-- . .. . . ' .. . . 
t..h·i_,s ·region is due ··to the instrument's inabil.;i ty-' ·to lock·-o·n. 
::properly to· the signals at these frequen.c:i.es:. Thus. random: 
scatterinc;r appears in certain regions ·of· th·e spectra, and the 
scatter points are not considered in the interpretation. 
A greater amount of inconsistency exists in ·the data 
:recorded in the lo.w .f.requ·ency r:ange. These :point·$ are 
--inea-sured by the FFT. technique 'W'ith the Model 368 potentiosta.t:, 
/·galvanostat,. .T.he instr\1ment is not sensitive enoug.h ·to _·p:i .. c'.k: 
U,p the low· cur·r'e.nt and lo.w ·vo·ltage signals creat..~o.· a.t. thea•e:. 
low frequencies at low: ,e.lectrolyte concentrati,ons·.~ The 
instrument's inabi.lity to record these data makes analy·sis of 
the low frequency information very dif f ic:ul t. The spectra in 
Figure 10 i~dicate both the maintenance of the -1 slope in 
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Figure 10 EIS spectra which show scatter 






in the low 
I ' 
capacitive behavior and a bend forming a plateau region below 
10- 1 Hz indicating resistance properties. The phase angle 
data cannot be used to improve the analysis, because scatter 
also occurs in the phase angle data. 
The method employed for the resolution of th-e 1-ow 
·t'.z:equency scatter is DC measurements by a Ke_:i_th-ly 
e:.lectrometer. The coating resistance valu:e.s :fo:r ea-ch 
e:l"ectrolytic solution are listed in Table :1.-
.. . 
If the -DC; 
,-v:a'.l·u.es are on: t:t:le order of lElO ohms or gre-ater, the sp·ect:rum: 
:d~s ·deemed -to- have the ~apacitive behavior pver the entire 
_freqUency- .range; and the other da-ta_ ·poi.n~s are ignored. 
If -the ·oc values a-re: 1E9 ohms or: less, th_e _impeda:nce data i-n_· 
::r--.esistive character. T·he DC va_lu.es ate· thus considered to 
¢naracterize the system at low frequ$fic-J.-e_s and the AC data :at 
---l.ow frequencies ~.-r.e given low weight in. the interpretatio:n. 
tbe values in Tab-'.le 1 will be use·d to interpret the Bode 
plots in the following seotiort$- f¢r each electrolyt~ 
·.c.oncentration where ambigu_iti-~s exists. 
The pH at the beginn·.ing :of the measureme·:nt·$.: -f-'c>r .e·ach -o._f-
the electrolyte solutions .is: -listed in T:al:>-lE! ~-· 'I1r1~- pH 
values rar1ged between 5 and, 7 • 
Electrolytic Solutions 
Figures 11-16 show the Bode plots at Ohr, 24hrs, 168hrs, 
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Figure· 11. Bode plots at Ohr, 
for .OOlM solution 
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Bode plots at Ohr, 
for .OOSM solution 
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Bode plots at Ohr, 24hrs, 168hrs, 
solution of NaCl. 
and 672hrs 
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.OSM, .lM, and .5M, respectively. Next to each spectrum is 
the DC resistance value for that sample from Table 1. Each 
of the series from .OOlM to .lM appears to show caparitive 
behavior characterized by a slope of -1 in the magnitude plot 
and a -90°phase angle throughout the 672hr exposure time. 
Each spectrum also shows a considerable amount of scatter at 
the low frequencies. The DC values in most cases are on the 
order of lElO ohms indicating that these systems are indeed 
capacitive. However, the .OOlM, .005M, .05M, and .lM 
.so1u·tions at 672hrs show ambiguous low frequency data, but 
have DC values of 7.1E9 ohms, 6.3E8 ohms, 2.6E9 ohms, and 
• 5E,9- ohms, respectively. These systems have resistance 
characteristics n·ot clearly shown by the EIS spectrum. The 
• 5M system develops a plateau at low frequencies after 168hr-s 
exposure to the- electrolyte. The: corresponding Rpo value at 
this time is 1.99E8 ohms which decreases with time to 8.36E7.: 
ohms at 672hrs. The corresponding DC value_s (Table 1) als-c, 
indi·c-ate the breakdown of the polybutadiene coating for this: 
sa.mp.le. 
The second electrolyte studied was tetramethylammonium 
chloride, which has the chemical formula (CH3 )4 NC1. This 
compound will be referred to as TMAC in the text. The Bode 
plots for the six solutions of TMAC over the 672hr time 
"5l 
period are shown in Figures 17-22. The EIS spectra for the 
.OSM solution show the maintenance of a -1 slope and 90° 
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Figure 17. plots at Bode 
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Figure 19. Bode plots at Ohr, 24hrs, 
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I Figure 20. at Ohr, 24hrs, 336hrs, 
solution of TMAC. 
Bode plots 
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Bode plots at Ohr, 24hrs, 336hrs, 
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Figure 22. 24hrs, 
of TMAC. 
Bode plots at Ohr, 

















ohm DC values. T~e .OOlM, .005M, and .lM systems all have 
similar Bode plots to the .OSM sample; however, the 
corresponding DC values from Table 1 are on the order of 1E9 
ohms and below indicating resistive behavior. The Bode plots 
for the .OlM and .SM solutions show a plateau in the low 
frequency range and a maximum in the phase angle. The .OlM 
solution at 24hrs has a Rpo value of 9.8E8 ohms. This value 
decreases to 2.SES ohms at 336hrs and 2.0ES ohms at 672hrs at 
the maximum phase angle of 0°. The .SM system also shows an 
Rpo at 24hrs of 2.0ES ohms. This value decreases to 3.2E7 
ohms at 336hrs but increases to l.SES ohms at 672hrs. The DC 
values from Table 1 verify the results as determined from the 
EIS spectrum. 
The Bode pl·ots for the six solutions of barium chloride. 
are shown in Figures 23-28. Each solution, except for .OlM, 
showed capacitive behavior with corresponding DC resistance 
values that are on the order of lElO ohms. The scatter in 
the low frequency not corresponding to the -1 slope or -90° 
phase angle is instrumental in origin. The .OlM solution 
spectra also show both capacitive and resistive behavior in 
the low frequency range; however, the corresponding DC-values 
indicate resistive behavior. Therefore, the data points 
corresponding to the formation of the plateau region should 
only be considered in the analysis. 
The Bode plots over time for the six solutions of LaC13 
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Figure 24. Bode plots, at 
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Figure 27. Bode plots 
for the • lM 
at Ohr, 24hrs, 336hrs, 
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for the .SM 
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Figure 31. Bode plots at, Ohr, 24hrs, 336hrs, 
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Figure 32. Bode plots 
for the .OSM 
at Ohr, 24hrs, 336hrs, 
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Figure 33. Bode plots 
for the • lM 
at Ohr, 24hrs, 336hrs, 
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spectra and corresponding DC values show that these solutions 
maintain capacitive behavior throughout the 672hr exposure 
time. The EIS spectra for the • ooiM, • lM, and . SM solut.ions 
are resolved by the DC data which show that the coatings 
exposed to these solutions have resistive properties. 
The Bode plots for deionized water over 672hrs are shown 
in Figure 35. The system does show the beginning of a 
plateau in the low frequency range at 336hrs and a definite 
region at 672hrs corresponding to an Rpo value of 7.lES ohms. 
The Bode plots also reveal information concerning the 
amount of water uptake that occurs over a certain time 
period. The water uptake values are determined by the 
equation[20]: 
x% =[log(Ct/C0 )x 100]/log 79. 
where, 
x%=percent water uptake 
C0 =capacitance at time O 
Ct=capacitance at time t 
79=dielectric value of water. 
The capacitive values are determined from each spectrum from 
the value or extrapolated value of z atw=l radians(logw=O) 
which corresponds to a frequency of .16Hz sincew=2wf[21]. 
The values for all solutions are listed in Table 3. The 
percent water uptake values calculated from the capacitance 
values are found in Table 4. Many times the water uptake 
value can be determined from changes in the EIS spectrum; 
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.05M .lM .SM 
1074 664 1479 
1005 787 1483 
1119 929 1436 
1151 
--- 1517 
1153 1499 1503 
1205 1089 1542 
1197 1327 1406 
1271 1330 1337 
---- 2094 2275 
1380 1496 2032 
1035 1197 1321 
1084 1622 1324 
1947 1213 1211 
1064 1285 1239 
1119 1262 1242 
1125 1306 1256 
1127 1321 1285 





1245 1324 1390 
1390 1219 1285 
1180 1170 1230 
1119 1052 1230 
1186 
---- 1199 
1~!19 1052 1213 
11.32 1112 1219 
1213 1054 1233 
1256 1057 1096 
1259 1074 1365 
1259 1117 1259 
1016 871 1202 
1371 1119 946 
1387 1371 977 
TABLE 3 (cont) 
LaC13 
Time (hrs) .OOlM .005M .OlM .OSM .lM .SM 
0 1067 1076 1208 1256 1191 1194 
1 1084 1014 1114 1072 1175 1069 
2 998 1129 1069 1072 1337 1067 
3 ---- 929 1312 912 807 1045 
4 1135 966 857 1079 1339 1047 
. 
5 1338 1064 1000 1054 1336 1042 
6 891 859 1306 1109 1387 1030 
24 180 1052 1309 1202 625 933 
168 820 1081 1315 1002 1159 1216 
336 1104 1079 1151 843 1202 802 
504 989 1084 1172 1039 1151 1189 
















































PERCENT WATER UPTAKE 
NaCl 
.OOlM .OOSM • OlM • 05M 
0.05 0.11 1.20 
----
0.59 0.73 1.74 0.94 
0.95 1.15 2.31 1.58 
1.57 2.11 2.36 1.62 
1.69 ... ---- 2.84 2.63 
2.12 1.15 2.89 2.48 
1.11 2.16 3.11 3.85 
3.37 3.95 4.05 
----
4.55 4.58 5.00 5.74 
TMAC 
2.05 1.11 2.26 1.06 
2.95 1.22 2.26 0.26 
2.89 1.47 2.38 0.63 
2.95 1.58 2.48 1.78 
3.47 1.85 1.32 1.91 
1.00 2.22 2.58 1.95 
4.09 2.86 
---- 0.31 
2.53 3 .12 2.48 2.96 
4.74 3.53 . 3. 02 3.86 
2.42 2.48 3.07 4.23 
2.42 
---- 1.89 6.75 
BaCl2 
0.15 0.04 0.26 
----
---- --.-- 0.33 0.12 
---- ---- 3.48 0.74 
---- ---- 0.54 
----
---- ----- ---- 0.63 
0.59 
---- ---- 1.43 
0.42 1.52 0.48 1.48 
0.64 
---- 2.22 1.48 
---- -~-- 0.37 -~--
---- ---- ---- 3.43 
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TABLE 4 (cont) 
LaC13 
Time(hrs) .OOlM .OOSM .OlM .05M • lM .SM 
1 0.36 ---- ---- ----- ---- ----
2 ---- 1.10 ---- ---- 2.65 ----
3 ----- ---- 1.89 ---- ---- ----
4 1.41 ---- ---- ---- 2.68 -~--
5 1.47 ---- ---- ----- 2.63 ----
6 ---- ---- 1.79 --~- 3.49 
... ___ 
24 2.30 ---- 1.84 ---- ---- ----
168 ---- 0.11 1.94 ---- ---- 0 ,J 42 
336 0.78 0.06 ---- ---- ----- ··---
504 ---- 0.17 ---- ---- ---- ----
672 ---- ---- ---- ---- 0.90 ----
Water 
l 0.24 














analysis of this type to be impossible. 
The NaCl percent water uptake values for the .OOlM, 
.OOSM, .OlM, .OSM, and .SM solutions increase with time over 
the entire 672hr exposure period maximizing at the values of 
4.55%, 4.58%, 5.00%, 5.74%, and 9.86% respectively. The .lM 
sample values show an inconsistent rise to a maximum value of 
26.2%. This solution did not show a gradual trend to highe~· 
values when compared with the other solutions. 
The values for all the solutions of TMAC maximize to 
water uptake values between 3% and 4%; however, the values 
tend to fluctuate over time. The NaCl and TMAC solutions all 
indicate water uptake by the polymer within the first hour· :of 
exposure. 
The values for· ·t·he barium chloride solutions do not 
increase as sharply as the values for NaCl and TMAC. The 
. OOlM and • 005M solutions show only a slight increase in o.rre 
hour then a second increase after one day. No values could 
be determined for times between 1 and 2 4 hours, and th.e 
maximum values found for these solutions where • 64% and 1 .. 5·,2:·%, 
respectively. The • OlM and . 05M samples have slightly highe-r 
maximum values, 2.22% and 3.69% respectively. The .lM 
solution shows no water uptake until 672hrs with a value of 
3:. 6.3 % • The • SM solution has a maximum value of 2 • 3 8 % • 
All the Lac13 solutions, except for .OSM, predict water 
uptake beginning after 3 or 4 hours exposure when compared to 
the NaCl and TMAC systems. The .values for each system remai-n, 
-58-
,; 
below 3.5% maximum uptake. The .05M solution shows no water 
uptake throughout the 672hr exposure time. 
The system of pure water shows significant uptake values 
over the first two hours of exposure, and then the values 
range between 35% and 40% over the rest of the period. The 
empty spaces in the table indicate that the values could not 
be calculated for these times. Much of the variation in the 
values arises from the fact that the Ohr capacitance value 
does not represent the system at 0% water uptake. The 
polybutadiene when equilibrating with its environment during 
the curing and subsequent cooling process will absorb water 
from the atmosphere giving rise to the calculation errors. 
The corrosion potentials for each sample are measured. 
through the impedance instrument and are listed in Table 5. 
The value for steel ranges between -600 and -670mv. All the 
NaCl, TMAC, BaC12 , and LaC13 solutions, except for .OlM TMAC, 
have values over the 672hr exposure time below this range. 
The low values are due to the changing cathode to an,ode :ra't·i.o 
t)f the sample. 
Solution Comparison 
Figure 36 shows the high frequency phase angle trends of 
water and all the electrolytes as a function of 
concentration. For the water case, the phase angle values 
are deflected the greatest at early times tending toward -90° 










































CORROSION POTENTIAL (mV..) 
NaCl 
.OOlM .005M .OlM .OSM 
+646 -39 -214 -142 
+74 -120 -666 
-180 
-157 -165 -246 -129 









--277 -638 -2165 -606 
-299 -498 -470 -669 
-371 -781 -286 
-581 
TMAC 
-848 -58 -1487 -854 
-164 +86 -587 -414 
-461 -142 -594 -493 
-483 -154 -589 -420 
-517 -108 -636 
-404 
-531 -525 -636 -374 
-523 -553 -643 -389 
-603 -583 -683 -647 
-394 -621 -617 -113 
-446 -555 -615 -281 
-270 -537 -590 -263 
-326 -433 -561 -90 
BaCl2 
-128 -179 +321 +114 
-528 -238 · -561 
-174 
-224 -259 -568 -170 
-90 -238 -570 -137 
-67 -251 -581 -178 
-215 -215 -578 
----
-236 -236 -576 -183 
-509 -343 -572 -38 
-263 -2135 -554 -49 
-136 -46 -534 -202 
-180 -97 -615 +75 
-425 -79 -513 -21 
--6· •·-o-·-.. . •. ! · .. • 






























































TABLE 5 (cont) 
LaC1 3 
.005M .OlM .OSM 
-378 -12 -163 
-116 -40 -303 
-102 -35 -476 
-91 -377 -492 
-93 -387 -521 
-58 -375 -551 
-58 -325 -557 
+22 -149 -534 
-23 -l.44 -594 
+23 +4 -512 
-322 -44 -592 
~90. -41 -525 
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the greatest from -90° with the more dilute solution 
producing the greatest effects. This deviation then 
decreases as the cation valency increases as shown by the 
data in Figures 37a and 37b. These figures show a comparison 
of the electrolytes in .OOlM solutions at 2hrs and 672hrs. 
The deviation for each electrolyte, except for LaC1 3 , is 
less after 672 hours. 
Figures 38-50 show all the photographs for e.a.ch 
electrol:yte· solution including water. Table 6'. ·.1i·sts ·the 
times to'. the: onset of corrosion for these samples. The pu.r:e· 
water (Figure: s .. O) and NaCl solutions (Figures 38-40) show tdtcil 
involvement, o:f: ·che exposed area by undercoating corrosi·ort. 
·Th:e.re .appear.s ·t·o be no set pattern to rust1n9,;. only general 
. rand.om sp·ots over tn.~ entire area for wate·r· and. t·he 
• 001.M~. O·SM solution$. :of NaCl. The ... lM and •. :5M solutions sh.ow 
·a. few. ·isolated are.a:s with contiguous del,a.minated areas 
:i.ni t±a·11y, but wi,·th.. time the -general corrosion seen in·· t·be. 
.. 
ct.:i.lute solutions becomes .evident. The NaCl sol.utions f.'.irst 
·sh·o.wed these si9ns. of corrosion between 96hrs·· ·and ·12:0hrs. 
·The TMAC photographs (Figures 41-43) show thca .s.ame type 
:of .c.·orrosion for the . OOlM, • 005M, and . 05M solut.ions as the.-
.. 
dilute N·aCl systems. The corrosion is general spot:s acros·s 
the whole area which do not have any set pattern of 
occurrence. The .OlM system shows 3 circled areas where 
localized corrosion has occurred with only the beginnings of 




UNDERCOATING CORROSION ONSET TIMES (hrs) 
Concentration NaCl TMAC BaC1 2 LaCl3 (M) 
.001 96 96 200 200 
.005 96 96 200 200 
.01 120 120 200 200 
'> 
~ tr 
.05 120 120 200 
----
.1 120 120 
---- ----









Figure 38. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 672hrs exposure to .OOlM(a) and .005M(b) 




Figure 39. Photograpl1s of uncercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .OlM(a) and .OSM(b) 
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Figure 40. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .lM(a) and .5M(b) 




Figure 41. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .OOlM(a) and .OOSM(b) 







Figure 42. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .OlM(a) and .05M(b) 









Figure 43. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 672hrs exposure to .lM(a) and .5M(b) 





Figure 44. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .OOlM(a) and .005M(b) 




Figure 45. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .OlM(a) and .05M(b) 
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Figure 46. Photograph~ of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs expqpure to .lM(a) and .5M(b) 





Figure 47. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .OOlM(a) and .005M(b) 






Figure 48. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 
672hrs exposure to .OlM(a) and .OSM(b) 
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Figure 49. Photographs of undercoating corrosion after 672hrs exposure to .lM(a) and .SM(b) 
solutions of LaC13 • 
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Figure 50. Photograph of undercoating corrosion after 






system also has about 3 areas of blister-like corrosion 
spots, but no total area involvement. The .lM system shows 
no evidence of any undercoating corrosion. The times to the 
visible onset of corrosion for these samples also occurred 
between 96hrs and 120hrs. 
The Bacl2 photos(Figures 44-46) show that all the 
._samples except for th.e • SM corroded. The corrosion is th.e-
generalized type seen in the dilute concentrations in the: 
.N'aCl and TMAC systems; however, the degree that the corrosion 
process has advanced in these cases is considerably less. 
:The time at which these samples first showed corrosion was 
2-00hrs. 
The • OOlM, • 005M, and . OlM solutions of LaC13 (Figu-re:s 4_7: 
, .. _4._:8_) ·show the slight degree of generalized corrosion simil'a.r 
to the Bacl2 samples which also became visible at 200hrs. 
The .OSM, .lM, and .SM samples(Figures 48-49) indicate a 
darkening of the exposed area with no corrosion • 
·,_7.,0 .... 







One of the most interesting results from this 
investigation is the high degree of undercoating corrosion 
seen in many samples coincident with EIS spectra that reflect 
·no change in the electrical properties of the coating. Those 
samples that corroded the most were exposed to the more 
dilute solutions of each electrolyte. The EIS spectra of th·e 
samples exposed to the dilute solutions did not change 
significantly; small changes in impedance at low frequencies 
were noted in s.oine cases. These small changes were conf inned 
with the aid of the DC data. Samples exposed to the higher 
concentrations(.lM and .5M) showed larger changes in their 
spectra indicating electrical pathways through the coating;· 
however, the amount of undercoating corrosion was. 
considerably less as compared to the samples exposed to the 
dilute solutions. The diffusion of water and ions through 
the polybutadiene coating must be understood in order to draw 
conclusions about the corrosion process in the case of these 
dilute solutions. 
The polybutadiene coating acts as a barrier which 
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reduces the access of water, oxygen, and ions to the 
interface. Adhesion to the substrate along with coating 
resistance to charge transport are also factors which affect 
the barrier properties of the polybutadiene. Kumins[22,23] 
showed that coating morphology is also important in 
controlling barrier properties of polymer coatings. He found 
that as the degree of crosslinking increased in a polymer, 
segment mobility decreased(polybutadiene is a crosslinked 
polymer). This increased crosslinking reduces water, oxygen, 
and ionic mobility as well as generally reducing coating-
substrate adhesion. 
Kumins and London[25] and Sollner(26] showed that a 
membrane immersed in an electrolytic solution will acquire a 
+ or - charge and will become permselective, i.e. will permit 
the easier passage of ions carrying the opposite charge[27]. 
A porous membrane contains molecular pathways which are 
selective to either cation or anion diffusion. The polymer 
is more permeable to one ion than to another. The best type 
of coating is one with negligible permselectivity,, 
Ionic transport across the membrane affects water 
transport. The amount of water, oxygen, and ions that 
diffuse through the polymeric coating is dependent upon the 
chemical potential gradient or "driving force" of the 
system(24]. The changes in the chemical potential are 




) .. . 
dµ1 = RT d ln Ci • 
In real mixtures(electrolytic solutions), activity a 1 is 
applied: 
dµ. =RT ln a.= RT ln)'. c., I I I I 
where Yi is the activity coefficient of the ith component at a 
given point in the mixture(24]. This activity coefficient 
depends on the nature and concentration of all components in 
the solution[24]. This potential gradient causes water to 
be carried along with migrating ions by electroosmosis(2a,2·9.1 
Alternately, the accumulation of ·ions at the coating 
-substrate interface results in osmotic flow across the 
coating thus increasing water permeability[30,31]. 
Ionic diffusion through the polymeric coating also 
·de·pends on the surrounding water molecules. Hydration of the 
ionic species results in the bonding of water molecules which 
will move along with the ions. This effect is temperature 
dependent[24]. This binding is called the primary hydration 
sphere [24]~ The smaller the size and the higher the charge 
of the ion causes more orientation of the water dipole in the 
direction of the lines of force against the disordering 
thermal motion. This orientation process causes the ionic 
mobility to decrease[24]. A secondary hydration sphere also 
exists which is a modification of the structure of water 
layers not in immediate contact with the ion. This effect 
inhances the influence that hydration has on ionic 





(the values are additive for ions in a compound) as 
determined by compressibility, activity, and diffusion are 

















No values for TMAC could be found. Table- 7 shows that. 1:.h~ 
Lacl3 compound has the highest hydration number ( 18) follo.we·d 
by BaC12 and then NaCl. Since the values vary with the 
method used to determine them, trends in these values are a 
sufficient way to determine which ionic solution is the most 
affected by hydration. The transport of the hydrated cations 
in the polybutadiene depends upon the motions of the 
polymeric segments. If the interstices in the polymer are 
not large enough for the hydrated species then diffusion of· 
the ion is impeded[27]. LaC13 and Bacl2 solutions sho~ed 
lesser rates of corrosion and longer times to the onset of 
corrosion then NaCl and TMAC solutions. These relative rates 
are explicable in terms of the rate of migration of the 









hydration on ionic mobility and delamination rate of polymc~r/ 
steel systems in LiCl, NaCl, KCL, and CsCl solutions. Wang 
found that as the hydration number increased(Li+>Na+>K+>cs•) 
the delamination rate decreased(cs•>K+>Na+>Li+). 
Thermodynamic activity also plays a vital role in the 
diffusion process. In dilute solutions the activity of the 
ions decreases leading to a decrease in the frictional 
:resistance between the ion:s in solution(24]. The activity 
decrease in turn increases the diffusion coefficient. In the 
case of infinite dilution, all the activity coefficients tend 
to 1, the activity· o.f the ·solvent also tends to unity[24]. 
T·hi:s· :d¢c·rease·. in· t·he i:o·nic activity val-ue predicts an 
increase to wate·r diffusion for· dilute solutions. • Ruggeri 
and Beck[.32.] .pave c.onfi·rmed. t.hat the permeability of water in-
a pol.yrneric: coa_t,irig· i·ncrease.s with decrea-se in electrolytic 
.c.oncentration [27·] .... The dilute solutions of NaCl and TMAC 
{least .affe.Cted Py hygration) show greVe;' permeability by 
wa.te:r a·s .. se:en: ·in the water. uptake values(Table- 4-)-- and initial. 
eo'.rr.o·s i-on- 'l:'imes (T_able 6) when compa'red. 'to the ~i1 ute 
,soluti:ons. of BaC12 and LaC13 • The ::rate of undercoati.n.g . 
• 
corr.osion in the dilute solutions of NaCl and TMAC is 
·c.on·siderably greater than the rate of corrosion in the dilut·e 
solutions of BaC12 and LaC13 • 
. Because the diffusion rate of the molecular species 
decre.ases with increasing concentration, a more isolated type 
·of: co.r·rosion is found in these solutions. The coating 
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eventually fails in these situations as the amount of ions 
that penetrate the coating increases. The coating initially 
is a dielectric, and as ions penetrate the dielectric becomes 
shortcircuited with resultant loss of insulating properties. 
:Thus in concentrated solutions, where greater osmotic or 
·' 
ei:.ec-troosmotic forces cause increased ionic permeation, the . 
• 
·pc;,lybutadiene coating lo:ses. :i.ts electrical resistivity at a_ 
:~,~$ter rate. The EI'S s~ectra. _f.q:r the. .. _5M and: • ·1M s·olut.ions 
.. f~:fr ea~h elec.troI:y-t:e, ,ex·cept Bac·12 , show ·this lt:>s--s: of 
z-·esistivity by a :1arge decrease in impe·d1a-nce .• : 
'G.ene.rally, the w.ater uptake v.al:ues i-n. :Tab:le 4. show; ·that 
the coatings expo.s·ed to the Inore dilute solutions when ) 
·c.o-mp·?tr-$:ci to c.onoen:tra:·t-.ed ·s.oll~.tions:, .ex·c_e-pt • lM: .. and • s·M Naq·1 
.and ~: ir.1 La-Cl-3 , ha-ve g.-r.eater rat.es o-f. wa.t·er lipta:k·e.. :·The .latr.ge 
V:al·ues for t..·he pure wat:er .:syste111(3·5:%J and. • lM :and ._.5:M NaCl: 
:s··cl·iJtians: ·are a ·consequ:e··n·c-e o--f· uninhib·it·e·cf ·mobili·ty· o·f w.ater 
,aero$·? ·tne po.iybutad.iene/steel ·ittt~l;f~t:e bec:aus:e of a.eating 
:·.f_:a11·t1_r~... The ions wi·th th·e 1-~rrge qat:ion va·1._,_en:cie.s (Ba+2 and. 
t.:a+·3 ) ar·e, shown in -Table 4 t:o hav·e a. longer time: •b.efore 
:;tign·iticant water uptake by tn·e: :¢,qat.i_ng(2-3 hours later tna:n 
~{~tCl) a-n:d le:sser amounts over the- 672hr time period. 
·The c·orrosion. ·p:att-e:rn tor th·e :dilute solutions is rat1dom 
and: spotty across t}1·13 entire expo .. sed area. The: conc:entrated 
:·so1·.ution·s ·s·how· a t.ew: .i·solated spots of delamination in th·e~ 
:e:arly stages which ev·entually developed into generalized~ 
. . . . . 
c.orrosion. Kendiig and Leidheiser [ 3 3] observed similar 
-~-85-· 
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corrosion patterns in .SM NaCl solutions for 
polybutadiene/steel systems. Mayne and Mills (15] also 
observed similar general spotty corrosion patterns in dilute 
.OOlM KCl and .OOSM Naso4 solutions. Their concentrated .SM 
KCl solution produced isolated spots corresponding to 
delaminated areas of coating similar to the observations in .. 
the experiments reported herein. 
The polybutadiene coating during the first 24 hours of 
exposure increased in resistance as determined from the high 
frequency phase ·angle data. When the water· dissolves the 
soluble compounds out of 'i:he polybutadiene coating, the 
resistance of the polymer coating increases. D.J. Mills[:34] 
showed this effect by taking free film polybutadiene and 
exposing it to distilled water over a 24hr time period. He 
found that the DC resistance values of the films rose 4x 
during this period. The coating resistance ·increased and the 
capacitance decreased during the water diffusion pro·cess. 
The high frequency phase angle data of Figures 36, 37ai an·d 
3 7b show that this process is indeed occurring. ,The pure 
water system shows the most pronounced effect compared to the 
electrolyte solutions because water permeation is not 
affected by ions in solution. When comparing the electroly·te 
solutions, the less concentrated media deviate the greatest 
because more water permeates the coating for these c~ses. 
The NaCl and TMAC solutions deviate more than -the Bacl2 and 









The diffusion of water, oxygen, and ions along with 
adhesion and electric resistance play significant roles in 
evaluating the performance of a coating. Water permeability· 
was found to be a function of the cation valency and the 
concentration of the electrolytic solutions. Ionic mobility 
was found to be regulated by the size of the hydration 
s:ph.:e.re. Both water and ionic permeability were determined:· ·i:,y-
thei_r thermodynamic activity. 
The EIS spectra, whose ambiguities at low frequency were 
resolved with DC measurements, did not show a significant 
4ecrease in impedance for the coatings exposed to the dilute 
alectrolytic solutions. The polybutadiene in the dilute 
solution case did not develop major elect~ical pathways and 
consequently the impedance of the. coating did not decrease. 
~he concentrated solutions showed isolated areas. of corrosiort 
dorresponding,to delamination sites. The EIS spectra for 
:~·hese coatings showed a substantial decrease in impedance . 
. indicative of coating failure. 
The high frequency phase angle data from the EIS 
spectrum of each electrolyte solution can be used to 
determine the resistive-capacitive behavior of the 
-87-
coating/metal system in these dilute solutions. In the 
future further considerations should be given to more 
\ 
accurate measurements of the phase angle in order that the 
diffusion of dilute electrolytic solutions through polymeric 
coatings on metal substrates be better understood • 
• 
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